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General instructions

lnterspersions for dancer, video projection and double bass is a contrapuntal work in
which the performers are asked to improvise using a restricted vocabulary of
gestu res, so u nds/ pitches, or visua I elements.

Each performer chooses when he or she will enter and the duration of the event he or
she performs. Performers' events may eoincide, overlap or occur solo in such a way
that they establish parallel, opposing or null relationships while retaining their linear
individuality.

Performers are encouraged to allow ample space between each individual event.



dancer

Choose five gestures. Each gesture can be performed by itself or as the kernel of a
more elaborate complex of improvised gestures.

The performance of a gesture or gesture-complex is defined as an event.

Gestures or gesture-complexes may be performed as separate events or may be

repeated within a single event as desired, and in any order desired. Events may also
be repeated as desired.

The duration of each event is ad lib.

Come to a stillness after each event has been performed.

The piece is over when you feel it is.



video projection

Choose five scene elements. Each scene element may be realized by itself or as the
kernel of a more complex visual field.

The realization of a scene element or field is defined as an event.

Scene elements or fields may be realized as separate events or may be repeated
within a single event as desired, and in any order desired. Events may also be

repeated as desired.

The duration of each event is ad lib.

When an event is determined to have come to an end, freezethe scene element or

field until the next event is begun.

The piece is over when you feel it is.



double bass

Choose five sounds, sound gestures, and/or pitch classes. Each of these five simple
audio elements may be realized by itself or as the kernel of a more complex audio
action. Soft sounds are preferred, although crescendi to h¡gher amplitudes may be
introduced at the performer's discretion.

The performance of a simple or complex audio action is defined as an event.

Simple or complex audio actions may be performed as separate events or may be

repeated within a single event as desired, and in any order desired. Events may also

be repeated as desired.

The duration of each event is ad lib.

Leave silences of ample length between each event

The piece is over when you feel it is.


